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Abst rac t - -We prove that if a function u is locally integrable with its gradient also locally inte- 
grable on a connected open set ~, then its monotone decreasing rearrangement is locally absolutely 
continuous provided that gt can be approximated by a sequence ofLipchitz connected bounded open 
sets. C) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It was shown by Rakotoson and Temam [1,2] that for a bounded open connected set whose 
boundary is Lipchitz then for u E WI'p(~), its monotone decreasing rearrangement u, is in 
Wllo'~(0, meas(~t)), 1 < p ~< +oo. Moreover, one has the following estimate: 
i rain (1 1- ,. p < I1wl. 1p < IWlp Q 
where ]~ul,~ is the relative rearrangement of the gradient with respect o u. This formula shows 
that all the singularities of u are pushed to the boundary of ~t, = (0, meas ft). One can ask the 
following question. Does the same phenomenon occur for u only in Wilo'cP(~t)? 
Despite of the fact that the mapping u ~ u, is nonlocal, we give a positive answer to this 
quest ion by proving that  u .  is absolutely locally continuous in ~.  as soon as u in Wllo'c1(~) 
provided that  ~ can be decomposed as ~ = [-Jj~>0 ~tj the ~ j  being open bounded connected sets 
satisfying ~ j  C ~ j+ l .  Unfortunately,  we do not have, in generM, an est imate for uP.. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT  
We shall use standard notations. For a Lebesgue measurable set E of ~N, we denote by [E I 
its measure and if u : gt --* R is a measurable function, we denote by u,  its decreasing monotone 
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rearrangement defined by u.(s) = Inf{t H N, lu > t[ ~< s}, for s H f~. and 
~.(0) = esssupa ~, ~.(lal) = ess in fa  u .  
If ~ is unbounded then we shall always assume that u _> 0. Our main result is the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let ~ be an open set of ]i~ N. We assume that there exists a sequence of open 
bounded connected Lipchitz sets (~2j)j)o such that f~ = Uj>~o f~i, ~J C ~j+1. 
Then for any H is in Wl 2(a.). 
The proof will need the following lemmas proved in [1,2]. 
LEMMA 1. Let v : f~ --* R be a measurable function and B a subset of f~. whose measure is zero 
dr. I and such that at any point s orB,  -aT(s) exists and is finite. Then Iv.(B)l = O. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that D is a connected open bounded set of NN whose boundary satisfies 
the interior cone property and that Q( D, N) = Q > 0 denote the relative isoperimetric onstant 
1,p to D. Then, for every v H WI'P(D), v. H Wlo c (D.), and 
1 min(~r, la] _~) l _ l /gv ,  * p <. Ilvvl,~lp < IVvl 
Q 
where 1 <. p <<. +o% l" ]p denotes the LP-norm, IVv],~ the re/ative rearrangemen t of the gradient 
of v with respect to v. 
For more details on the relative rearrangement, one can see [3,4] (also [2]). 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. We set uj-~ ula~ the restriction of u to f~j. We denote by mj 
(respectively, m) the distribution function of uj (respectively, u), namely 
Ij( ) = ( la ; I ) [ ,  = 
1,1 
From the result of Rakotoson and Temam [1,2] (see Lemma 2), we know that uj .  H Wlo ¢ (fli,). 
Furthermore, 
e [0, lajl[, < < 
Thus, by the Dini theorem, we conclude that uj ,  ~ u, mfiformly on any set [E, b] with 0 < 
i - - '+~ 
e < b < If~l. Thus, u.  H C(f~.). 
Moreover, Uj>~oIj(u) = I(u). Recall that, for all t H I j(u) and h > 0, ot~e has: 0 ~< mj(t)  - 
mj ( t  + h) ~ re(t) - m(t  + h); thus, for almost all t H I i (u),  0 ~< -m}( t )  <~ -m' ( t ) .  This shows 
that 
{t H I (u ) :  m'(t) = 0} C U {t e I j (u)  : m}(t) = 0}. 
j )0 
But the set I5 (u) = {t H I j  (u), m} (t) = 0} is of measure zero since ui.  is absolutely locally 
continuous. Indeed, the set 
E jnd= {s H f~i*, u}.(s) does not exist or is not finite} 
is of measure zero. Since uj , (mj( t ) )  = t, Vt H I j (u),  the chain differentiation rule shows that 
mj(t)  H Ej~a whenever t e IS(u). Thus, I~(u) C uf.(Ejnd). The fact that uj .  H wll'cl(12j.) 
implies that [uj.(Ejnd)l = 0 = [/;(u)]. 
Thus, tI(u)l ~ ~ i )o  tIj(u)l = o. Now let us prove that u.  maps null sets onto null sets. Let 
0 < ~ < b < If~], E C [z,b] with IEI = 0. 
We set D~ = {t e $(u) : lu = t[ > 0}, I " (u)  = {t H I (u) : m'(t) does not exist} I0 = 
D~ U I '(u) U I"(u),  II01 = 0 so that /1  = I(u) \ Io satisfies 
[u.(E)l = I{t H I1, 3s  H E, t :u . ( s )} l .  
Monotone Rearrangement 
If we  set 
Ed = {s E E, u'.(s) exists and is finite}, 
the chain differentiation rule implies that 
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) 
{t E I1, 3s  E E, t = u.(s)} C {t e I i (u) : re(t) E Ed} C u.(Ed). 
We have used the fact that u.(m(t))  = t (u. is continuous) and m(u.(s) )  = s for all u.(s) ~ D~. 
So, we deduce that lu.(E)l <~ ]u,(Ed)] = 0 by Lemma 1. We conclude that the continuous 
1,1 function u. maps null sets of (~, b) onto null sets. This shows that u. E Wlo c (~.). I 
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